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i have a problem with a box in ms office 2013. i have the croatian language pack installed and there is a box in the ms office program (but not in the word program) that says croatian. when i click on it, i get the message box "error: the server has rejected the client's credentials. the offending message was: 'error: cannot find the user'. i have tried to delete the croatian language pack, but the problem remains. office 2013 product key is the key used to activate the product. use this key to activate your product. however, if you do not have a product key for office

2013, you can still activate your product. if you are unable to activate your product, you can call microsoft technical support for assistance. all the latest version of microsoft office products can be installed on a single computer. microsoft office 2013 croatian language pack mozilla firefox is a free web browser. it is mozilla's flagship product and the standard for browsers. it comes with the following features: address bar search bookmarks history download manager favorites home page layout location bar pop-up blocker profile manager recent pages scripts and plug-
ins tabbed browsing toolbars you can download mozilla firefox from the official site for more information about the availability of the language pack, see: office.microsoft.com/en-us/word/2013/language-pack-ha10291761.aspx to download the language pack for office 2013, see: office.com/en-us/office-2013-for-office-365-desktop-software-e13007374.aspx
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i have the same problem and i tried everything. the problem is that i am working from home and i am a teacher. i need to use microsoft office for my teaching documents and as i said, my main issue
is that i need to be able to use the spell checker for spanish. i tried everything, i tried installing the spanish language pack. i tried changing the language settings in office and all of them are in
english. i even tried changing the language in my windows system and even tried changing it to spanish. i have checked everywhere and this seems to be an issue only with the microsoft office

installation. everything else is showing correctly. i will post this thread in the appropriate category so that others can have a better idea of how to fix this issue. as you stated i have the same
problem. i cannot change the language in 2010 to spanish. i am in the same situation of needing to use the spanish spellchecker. i tried every suggestion on this site and nothing worked. i even tried
to change the language in my windows 7 and it is still in english. i will post this in the appropriate category so that others can have a better idea of how to fix this issue. thanks for any help you can

offer me. hello, thanks for replying. i am sorry that it does not work. i will definitely try your method and let you know what happens. i tried the suggestions on this site and the only method that
worked for me was changing the language in my windows 7 system. i thought that would work since it's the same version of office that i have but apparently it's not. i will post this thread in the

appropriate category so that others can have a better idea of how to fix this issue. thanks again for your time and help. 5ec8ef588b
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